ANNOUNCEMENT: DISTRIBUTION BOBC FOR
EVORICH MEMBERS
Hong Kong, 26 March 2022
Dear Evorich Member,
We, at the request of Mr Andrej Khovratov, have the honour to bring you the good news he
announced last Saturday, 19 March 2022, during the closed meeting;
In March 2021, Mr Khovratov privately invested in Bob Eco by purchasing BOBC Tokens. He
bought one million tokens for $0.30 per Token. This was a personal investment since all WCRU
Global Investment Portfolio funds were already allocated to other projects.
As expected, the development of the Bob project went very well and even beyond everyone's
expectations. The value of Bobcoin Token rose to almost $ 11.00 within a brief period of time.
Although the development of the Bobcoin project is on schedule and the STO-CAP functions
very well (more the 95% positive reactions from its customers). One of the STO-CAP's standards
is that a token should be listed and tradable on public crypto exchanges within 12 months from
its launch. This listing makes the Token a publicly tradeable asset on centralised exchanges
within 12 months.
Mid-December, Bob Eco announced that the STO-Cap's BOBC Token would be converted
into public tokens in February available on various exchanges (Knaken, Bitmart, XT.com, Lbank,
Coinsbit, Decoin, Bitmart and others). At the launch, the token value had risen to $11.00. To
prevent an emotional obstacle to participating for new users due to a high token value, the
token value was cut (1:10), and the token amount was cut (10:1), leading to the new token value
of $1.10 per Bobcoin at the time of launch.
Mr Khovratov requested the management of Bob Eco and the STO-CAP if he would be able to
divide his investment (Bobcoins) over his members by putting his personal investment into the
WCRU Global Investment Portfolio. Since the coins are his, he is free to do this. We would be
happy to welcome all Evorich members as customers/members/investors on the STO-CAP!
After discussing how to do this, we've decided that the following approach is the easiest: All
Evorich members will receive an e-mail from the STO-CAP with their login and password in the
coming weeks. After login in, you will get your Bobcoins in your wallet. At that moment, you can
also change your password and add 2FA security to your wallet. Following the KYC procedure
might also be necessary since we do not know if we can “take over” the KYC information.
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the release year, all Bobcoins on the STO-CAP are subjected to a defrosting schedule to
prevent dumping on exchanges. They will start defrosting within 1-2 months since the trade
on the other exchanges is going well. When the defrosting starts (planning April/May), you
can automatically send your Bobcoins to any exchange or wallet. Therefore, we recommend
opening an account in one of the (before mentioned) exchanges Bobcoin is trading on. Then
you can follow, and if wished, trade-in Bobcoins, the Bobcoins you received from Mr Khovratov
can also be added to your wallet; after that, the defrosting phase starts for the Bobcoins in
STO-CAP.
How many Bobcoins will you get?
WCRU Inc. has sold almost 25,500,000,000 WCRU tokens. Mr Khovratov has 10,000,000 coins
to divide, meaning that for every 2,550 WCRU, you will receive one Bobcoin.
Example: If you have 800,000 WCRU, you will receive
800,000
------------ = 313,7 = 314 Bobcoins
2,550
These Bobcoins have a value that you can follow on the exchanges. Here below, we will
explain our expectations of value development. So far, on the technical and practical side, we,
on behalf of our management and Mr Khovratov, look forward to welcoming you to the STOCAP!
What is the Bobcoin?
- Link to company introduction:

Click Here

- Link to company lookbook:

Click Here

- Link to company whitepaper:

Click Here

- Link to company tokenomics:

Click Here

What is the Bobcoin?

What is the expectation for Bobcoin?
For Bobcoin, the journey has just begun. We introduced the coin 2-3 weeks ago on several
exchanges, and in the following weeks, more exchanges will be added. The marketing
initiatives have not started yet because we wished to let all practical things do their work.
The expectation is that the value development will go faster in the coming weeks. Bobcoin
is currently publicly trading between $1.50 and $2.00. Before summer, the price is expected
exchanges such as Binance and Coinbase have already announced that Bobcoin is an asset
they will adopt in their wallets, from the value perspective, we can now say that the actual
high-value development has not started yet! You are in a very early stage.
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and the Bobcoins in your STO-CAP wallet?
to you immediately at defrosting. All people (like Mr Khovratov) who have bought Tokens in
CAP rules); the defrosting will start late April early May 2022. From that moment, you are free to
trade/transfer and sell your Bobcoins. In the meantime, you can already follow the value and
trade on all the exchanges. On both STO-CAP as exchanges, it is also possible to buy extra
Deco in and others) now you can trade freely. The ones on STO-CAP are frozen like yours, but
STO-CAP also has referral links that can contribute to extra earnings. All ranks and models of
the STO-CAP (and your status/structure) are the same as Evorich has requested to give you as
an individual the same status as you have now in Evorich (consultant, manager, top-manager,
leader, top-leader etc.) The reward system on the STO-CAP is the same as in Evorich.
The STO-CAP, this is what you can expect
The STO-CAP is a platform developed to help projects or companies such as Bob Eco
grow and develop towards higher levels and sizes. A project or company that gets listed is
communication in newsletters towards the participants is one of the critical standards in the
STO-CAP. During the first year, the token value was an equity coin linked to the company's
balance sheet value. And the development of the company/project. Within 12 months, a
project/company/token needs to be brought to tradeable tokens on known public exchanges.
People that have invested in Token are so “guaranteed” that they can start “cashing” or “selling”
their investment (in the Token, which is then a tradeable coin).
CAP is currently very busy starting up new projects in the same way. Soon, STO-CAP expects
to announce new projects that will follow the same path again. During several meetings last
week, Evorich is also very welcome with their assignments, so our teams can study if they can
also be listed on the STO-CAP in the (near) future.
Best Regards,

Bob C. Ultee
On behalf of Bob Eco and STO-CAP

Click logo to visit exchange
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